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Important Note: Although it is known that poison dart frogs lose most of their toxic properties soon after being collected from the wild, and that captive-bred dart frogs are virtually nontoxic, it is still best to err on the side of caution. This is especially true of the dart frogs of the genus Phyllobates, three of which are dangerously toxic. If you are unsure whether your dart frogs have been freshly collected from the wild, you should wear thin, sterile, latex gloves or use a small net when physically handling the frogs.
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Preface

A frog that gives its tadpoles parental care? This is almost unheard of. Everyone knows that anurans breed, then leave long strings or big blobs of eggs in nearby ponds to hatch, and that the resulting young—the tadpoles or polliwogs—then fend for themselves. But there are a few anurans in the world that do otherwise, and among these the poison dart frogs are of legendary status. Dart frogs breed differently than most other frogs. After completing their courtship, dart frogs deposit their eggs on land. It is there that the tadpoles hatch. Once the larvae have hatched, a parent (usually the male) carries the little comma-shaped creatures in piggyback fashion to some nearby bit of water where the tadpoles develop. And that, a remarkable enough occurrence, is not where parental care ends for some species. Instead, after placing her tadpoles in a water-retaining cup of a bromeliad (sometimes rather high in a tree) to undergo development, the little female dart frog periodically returns to feed her progeny an unfertilized egg! Without this specialized diet the larvae cannot develop properly. And all of this is from a frog that is barely three-quarters of an inch (2 cm) long when fully grown!

Until only a few years ago, the poison dart frogs were creatures seen only in the most advanced zoological gardens, and even there only the most common species were seen. Now, however, these often-gaudy little frogs may be seen in zoos, aquariums, botanical gardens, and private collections around the world. Species both common and uncommon are now being captive bred with varying success by both professional zookeepers and private hobbyists.

Over the decades, I have kept several species of these frogs and have found them to be amazingly alert, very active, and entirely endearing little anurans. My experience with the frogs in captivity has been mostly restricted to a half dozen of the more common species. I have seen many other species in their respective habitats from Costa Rica to Brazil, Colombia, and Peru. Without exception I have found them to be of such interest that I wished to write a little about them. Since they are now readily available in the pet trade, it seemed that this would be an excellent opportunity to do so. I hope that the information contained in these pages will make it just a little easier to care for and understand these beautiful frogs.

Dick Bartlett
Gainesville, Florida, USA
Introduction

Although amphibians have traditionally taken a back seat to reptiles in the interest of American enthusiasts, the frogs of several families have done much to narrow the gap. The tiny, alert, diurnally active poison dart frogs, and the beautifully intricate naturalistic terraria in which they flourish, appeal to many hobbyists who enjoy the beauty and outgoing nature of these pets.

In a one-decade time span, much has been learned about the keeping and breeding of several species of dart frog. We once considered all of the species rather delicate, but have learned that with reasonable care many of them may live more than 10 years. (A bumblebee poison dart frog in a private collection lived for more than 17 years!) With captive breeding success has come the ready availability of a dozen or so species and color morphs.

Now that the breeding of the nonspecialized species of dart frogs has become almost commonplace, many professional breeders of amphibians have turned their talents toward overcoming the breeding problems presented by what they have dubbed “the egg-feeding alliance.” These are the many species, often bromeliad cup dwellers that live high in the trees, that produce, then feed their tadpoles unfertilized eggs.

Dart frogs are synonymous with neotropical rain forests. Many dart frogs are terrestrial, but some are persistently arboreal. Most, or at least those favored by hobbyists, are brilliantly colored. Such a display of color is referred to as aposematic, and is supposedly an advertisement to predators of the unpalatability of the bright species.

Mucus- and toxin-producing glands are contained in the skin of the poison dart frogs. Three Colombian

In rain forest habitats, blue poison dart frogs dwell largely on the ground.
To access dart frog habitats, researchers often travel far on tropical rivers before entering the rain forest.

species of the genus *Phyllobates* produce toxins so virulent, they could be lethal to humans. The skin toxins of others are very innocuous. It seems probable that the toxins are derived from metabolic interactions between the frogs and their dietary insects (probably ants) because when the frogs are taken captive and fed the comparatively bland diet of termites, crickets, and fruit flies, the skin secretions quickly lose their efficacy.

As always, we suggest that you support domestic herpetoculture by purchasing captive-bred and captive-hatched dart frogs whenever possible. In the long run, this will benefit us all.

This is a group of *D. leucomelas* at a dealer’s facility.

Usually yellow and black, occasional bumblebee poison dart frogs are of an intense orange and black.
What Are the Poison Dart Frogs?

Poison dart frogs may well be the most famous frogs in the world. Along with hop toads and bullfrogs, almost everyone has heard of the poison dart frogs (also called poison-arrow frogs, arrow-poison frogs, or simply poison frogs). Most folks think of these as the little frogs so eagerly sought by rain forest hunters for their toxic properties; as the frogs from which curare, an arrow-tip and a dart-tip poison is made; as the frogs that the enemies and the prey of rain forest hunters assiduously avoid. These are the frogs that are so colorful they simply cannot be overlooked, the frogs that are rumored to be the most dangerous of the dangerous, the amphibian scourge of the tropics.

But why and how are these frogs toxic? Why, if they are truly dangerously toxic, are these frogs kept by an ever-growing number of hobbyists? And if they are kept as captives, why does one never hear of novice hobbyist-keepers dying by the score due to the frogs?

Could it be that not all of the tales about these frogs are true? At the outset, let's try to verify some of these oft-heard beliefs.

Diurnal and seemingly aware of its invulnerability, *P. terribilis* often makes little attempt to conceal itself.

Toxicity

Firstly, there are poison dart frogs, three species of them at least, that do produce skin secretions so toxic that wild examples are best left unhandled. The super-toxic species are of Colombian distribution and are in the small genus *Phyllobates*. The genus contains five species that range, collectively, eastward from Costa Rica to Colombia. The seriously toxic three are the small gold, gold and black, or mint-green species from the lowlands of Colombia at just about the juncture of Panama. The toxins, paralytic alkaloids, are produced in the skin glands.

Secondly, although the skin secretions of some poison dart frogs may figure into the paralytic arrow-poison curare, the base ingredient of this
The Amazon rocket frog, *Colostethus marchesianus*, is a nontoxic member of the family.

The Talamanca rocket frog of Costa Rica has an irregular light lateral marking.

toxin is of plant derivation. Although many of these small frogs are very brightly colored, they usually occur in areas of dense tropical growth and they are very *easily* overlooked. The 65-plus species of poison dart frogs that produce skin alkaloids produce among themselves more than 100 kinds of these glandular toxins. Since hobbyists love to work with the rare, the beautiful, and the dangerous, there is small wonder that they have homed in on poison dart frogs. Lastly, why don’t accidental deaths occur? Because, for some reason, when the poison dart frogs are kept captive, the skin toxicity of even the most dangerous species rapidly diminishes. Within a period of months in captivity, even the most dangerous three become almost toxin-free.

Why the toxicity of the glandular skin secretions diminishes once a poison dart frog is taken from the wild is still speculative. Is something strategic missing from the substrate? Is there

---

**Dendrobatid Frogs**

The poison dart frogs are a large group of neotropical frogs that are members of the family Dendrobatidae. There are six genera (species groups) in this family containing about 175 species. Some forms are well known, others are very rare and poorly understood. Although there are only three species that produce truly virulent skin toxins, many other species produce skin secretions of mild to moderate toxicity. Others, however, produce few if any of the skin alkaloids associated with toxicity. These nontoxic frogs are usually some shade of dead-leaf brown, and are often referred to as rocket frogs. They are in the genus *Colostethus*. 
some dietary component missing? Could it be a combination of these two and other as yet unsuspected factors? We just don’t know for sure, but we’re leaning toward the lack of a natural diet—a diet that in the wild consists largely of formic acid-containing ants, and in captivity consists of tiny crickets and fruit flies (no formic acid there)—as the causative factor.

**Popular Species**

In these pages the poison dart frogs most popular with hobbyists will be discussed. These are species that are, for the most part, brightly colored and easily captive bred. Cursory mention will be made of some of the egg-feeding species, poison dart frogs that may live well in captivity, may even be easily bred, but which have such specialized tadpole care that relatively few are successfully raised in collections.

Unlike many other frogs, toads, and tree frogs, which are crepuscular or nocturnal, poison dart frogs are primarily diurnal. As much for this reason as for their bright colors and compellingly alert attitude, they are ideal terrarium animals. All are small: The largest may attain a snout-vent length (SVL) of just over 2.25 inches (5.7 cm) and the smallest is barely .75 inch (1.9 cm) in length. Because of their small size, poison dart frogs require very small food insects. For

---

**Genera of Poison Dart Frogs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genus</th>
<th>Pet Trade</th>
<th>Number of Species in the Genus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Dendrobates</em>, Typical Poison Dart Frogs</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>27+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Epipedobates</em>, Typical Poison Dart Frogs</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>27+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Minyobates</em>, Mini-Poison Dart Frogs</td>
<td>RA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phyllobates</em>, Typical Poison Dart Frogs</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aromobates</em>, Skunk Frog</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Colostethus</em>, Rocket Frogs</td>
<td>RA</td>
<td>106+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*U = normally unavailable, A = some are readily available, RA = rarely available*
Dyeing poison dart frogs are among the most variable of the genus. This is a cobalt morph.

The Argentine Walking Toads
Two species of these little hop toad relatives may be seen in the pet trade. The more common of the two is a tiny midnight black anuran that is variably spotted with bright yellow dorsally and is usually predominantly bright red ventrally. This is *Melanophryniscus stelzneri*, the black walking toad. Occasionally a second less colorful species, probably *M. tumifrons*, is also offered. It is olive and black above, pale orange-red and black ventrally, and has a yellow dot on each shoulder. It is usually called the olive walking toad. Both are occasionally referred to as red-bellied toads or toadlets.

The common names are quite descriptive. These little toads come from Argentina, have short legs, preferentially walk rather than hop, and are mini-editions of their larger and better known relatives. Walking toads are quiet and, if fed sufficiently on the tiniest of insects, quite hardy. No toads in this genus have yet been bred in captivity. Depending on their availability, the cost of these toads varies from $30 to $50 each.

Despite their quiet and nonthreatening mannerisms, walking toads should not be kept with dart frogs. They apparently inhabit areas that are less continually moist than the habitats of the dart frogs, and have more seasonally variable temperatures. It is, perhaps, such a regimen of seasonal lessening of humidity and cooling that would induce these toads to breed in captivity.

Common Names
Some of the common names will give you an idea of why hobbyists like these frogs.

Names like blue poison dart frog (a brilliant cobalt blue with black highlights) and bumblebee poison dart frog (vivid bands of golden-yellow and black) are explanatory. One would think that the designation of black and green poison dart frog would be explanatory too, and indeed, in most cases, it would be. But it somehow just doesn’t do justice to the examples of
A group of compatible dart frogs gather at their food dish for a termite repast.

This species that are black and blue or black and white. For these latter, the picturesque name of “Kahlua and cream” has been coined. And the name “dyeing” poison dart frog may really throw you for a loop. But the name comes from the fact that the skin alkaloids supposedly change the color of a bird’s feathers, not because the frog is about to meet its maker. The dyeing poison dart frogs are naturally geographically variable. They may be clad in spots of blue, yellow, or white, and black, and of all popular poison dart frogs, it is the dyeing poison dart frog, *Dendrobates tinctorius*, that has the greatest number of hobbyist-derived names applied to the color variations. You will find names like Alanis, citronella, yellow-headed, cobalt blue, Patricia, powder blue, New River, and others, applied to the various patterns and color.

By now you have an idea of the variability available, but these examples are only the merest tip of the iceberg.

Halloween mantellas are beautiful, tiny, and hardy.

The golden mantella is the most commonly seen species of the genus.
Poison Dart Frogs as Pets

Poison dart frogs are not frogs for all hobbyists. Dart frogs should not be handled, not because of any potential harm to the handler, but because of potential harm to the frogs. If it does become necessary to handle them, wash, then rinse your hands carefully, or move the frogs in a clean, soft net, covering the top of the net with a hand so the frogs do not jump out.

**Living Conditions**

These are not frog species that will do well in a barren terrarium, or even in a terrarium with gravel substrate and plastic plants. To maintain dart frogs properly, they will need a sizable terrarium (typically with a minimum 20-gallon [75-L] capacity) with a clean, mossy substrate. Your goal, difficult though it may sound, will be to simulate a rain forest habitat for the frogs. The terrarium should be liberally decorated with strategically placed live plants. These should be both on the bottom of the tank, and elevated on limbs. The ambient temperature should hover ideally between 75 to 78°F (24–25°C) or even 81 to 83°F (27–28°C) by day, and 71 to 73°F (22–23°C) or 67–69°F (19–20°C) by night. The relative humidity should always be “high,” and some hobbyists have found that a prudently used fogger (commercially available at many pet stores) adds a great deal to the ambience of the terrarium, and seemingly to the comfort of the frogs. Scrupulous cleanliness is a must. If you wish to breed rather than to simply maintain the frogs, the additional parameter of seasonal photoperiod manipulation will probably need to be addressed.

**Avoiding Aggression**

Dart frogs can be formidably aggressive to others of their species or of closely allied species. Aggression involves wrestling, other sparring, chasing, or actually sitting atop and immobilizing a subordinate frog. When this
occurs, it must be addressed immediately, for the health of the bullied subordinate(s) will be quickly impaired. Sometimes adding additional visual barriers or otherwise altering the physical appearance of the terrarium will curtail the problem. Often it will be necessary to remove the aggressive frog from the community.

Dart frogs from equatorial areas have a photoperiod (hours of daylight versus hours of darkness) that is pretty much the same throughout the year. The sun rises at about 6 A.M. and sets some 12 hours later. Those dart frogs from areas north or south of the equator experience a photoperiod that is more subject to seasonal fluctuations. A natural photoperiod seems to be an important factor in the reproductive behavior and readiness of these frogs in the wild, and is probably also important to captives.

**Water Needs**

The quality of water that you provide for your poison frogs is of the utmost importance. It must be free of chloramines, chlorines, and other additives, yet not be distilled or derived from reverse osmosis.* At least some of the larger breeders of poison dart frogs feel that rainwater is the answer to most of the moisture necessities and actually collect rain in cisterns. Others merely use tap water, dechloraminated with Amquel (a commercially available remover of chlorine and ammonia). Still others use bottled spring water.

Poison dart frogs are primarily rain forest creatures. Some are terrestrial, living on the leaf litter amidst the array of tropical ferns, aroids, selaginellas, the occasional bromeliad, and other plants that dominate the understory of rain forest habitats. Other species are quite arboreal, living among the mosses, lichens, and flowering plants that so often festoon the limbs of forest trees. These arboreal types may occasionally be seen on the

*Manufacturers of reverse osmosis systems are now offering salts and minerals that enable users to reconstitute treated water. Some zoos are using this with success in their dart frog displays.

**An immature blue poison dart frog sits alertly on a leaf.**

_E. pictus_ is a common but not very colorful species with yellow spots on the undersides of its legs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name, Scientific Name</th>
<th>Approximate Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green &amp; Black, <em>Dendrobates auratus</em></td>
<td>1–2 inches (2.5–5 cm), usually 1.5 inches (3.8 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green &amp; Blue morph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahlua &amp; Cream morph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue, <em>Dendrobates azureus</em></td>
<td>1.25–1.75 inches (3–4.4 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-headed, <em>Dendrobates fantasticus</em></td>
<td>.75 inch (1.9 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splash-backed, <em>Dendrobates galactonotus</em></td>
<td>1.25 inches (3 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimic, <em>Dendrobates imitator</em></td>
<td>.75 inch (1.9 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumblebee, <em>Dendrobates leucomelas</em></td>
<td>1.25 inches (3 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry, <em>Dendrobates pumilio</em></td>
<td>.75 inch (1.9 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-backed, <em>Dendrobates reticulatus</em></td>
<td>.75 inch (1.9 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyeing, <em>Dendrobates tinctorius</em></td>
<td>1.75 inches (4.4 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow-striped, <em>Dendrobates truncatus</em></td>
<td>1 inch (2.5 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazonian, <em>Dendrobates ventrimaculatus</em></td>
<td>.75 inch (1.9 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasimal, <em>Epipedobates tricolor</em></td>
<td>1 inch (2.5 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-striped, <em>Epipedobates trivittatus</em></td>
<td>1.75 inches (4.4 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-legged, <em>Phyllobates bicolor</em></td>
<td>1.50 inches (3.8 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden, <em>Phyllobates terribilis</em></td>
<td>1.75 inches (4.4 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golfodulcean, <em>Phyllobates vittatus</em></td>
<td>1.25 inches (3 cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ground, but if disturbed will usually hop rapidly to the nearest tree and swiftly ascend. Their microhabitats, whether in terrestrial or arboreal situations, are panoramas of lush verdancy interspersed with the dampness of decomposing vegetation. It is a perfect, always moist, seldom wet situation. The typical poison dart frogs shun water, except when entering a quiet shallow to free the piggy-backing tadpoles. (This will be discussed in the chapter on breeding, pages 38–42.) Some species, such as the strawberry poison dart frog and the green and black poison dart frog, have adapted well to altered habitats, and

Many captive bred *E. tricolor* have broad stripes of tan on their back.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate retail cost (2003)</th>
<th>Indigenous to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$35–$50</td>
<td>Nicaragua to western Chocoan Colombia, Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75–$125</td>
<td>Southern Suriname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75–$100</td>
<td>Northwestern Peru, adjacent Colombia and Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100–$250</td>
<td>Northeastern Peru, immediately adjacent Colombia and Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75–$125</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50–$100</td>
<td>Nicaragua to Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$125</td>
<td>Northeastern Peru, immediately adjacent Colombia and Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50–$150</td>
<td>The Guyanas, Suriname, adjacent Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75–$100</td>
<td>Western Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75–$125</td>
<td>Much of the Amazon Basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40–$100</td>
<td>Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60–$150</td>
<td>Much of the Amazon Basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Western Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75–$150</td>
<td>Southwestern Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

may be found in coffee plantations, banana groves, and even motel gardens. In Costa Rica we have found black and green poison dart frogs to be actually abundant near some of the countryside motels. The bromeliads landscaping an Amazonian Peruvian marketplace were the homes to a great many of the tiny Amazonian poison dart frog, *Dendrobates ventrimaculatus*, a species common in Peru, but only occasionally available in herpetoculture.

The "citronella" morph of the dyeing poison dart frog is a hobbyist favorite.
Elusive Nature

There are two things that poison dart frogs are adept at: avoiding detection and evading capture. This is particularly true of the smaller species found in the Amazon Basin. They may be found along the edges of rain forest trails, and seem to be most commonly encountered before the heat of the day has set in. If watched from a distance, you will see them moving about in what seems to be a never-ending series of short hops—hops so tiny that they seem to be ineffectual in carrying the frogs to safety. However, if approached, the tiny amphibians hop into the omnipresent leaf-litter and immediately disappear from sight. If surprised in the open, their hops become sufficiently erratic, both in length and direction, to allow the frogs to avoid most efforts to catch them.

It is because of their preferred habitat that most species of poison-dart frogs adapt readily and well to a suitably appointed rain forest terrarium. To thrive, these frogs require ample food, reasonable warmth, high cage humidity, a moist substrate, safe and secure hiding areas, a small, shallow dish of water (like a Petri dish), and a profusion of preferably live, growing plants.

E. trivittatus from the eastern Amazon Basin often have orange rather than green stripes.

The large E. trivittatus is an abundant species of the Amazon Basin.
Meet Some Popular Poison Dart Frogs

Once frogs were seen in only the most opulent of zoological gardens and paludariums. This is no longer the case with the poison dart frogs. Today (2003), many of the harder species are bred by dedicated enthusiasts, and some dart frogs now are seen even in pet stores. Understandably, it is usually only the hardiest and most easily bred species that are widely encountered, but occasionally one or more of the more difficult types will be found.

Until recently, there were no commonly applied names for the dart frogs. When hobbyists discussed the anurans among themselves, they coined names—sometimes descriptive, sometimes fatuous, and sometimes a diminutive of the scientific names to describe the frogs. Despite common names now being standardized for most of the more commonly encountered forms, the hobbyist names still prevail. Some examples are:

- Blues = *D. azureus*
- Tincs (pronounced “tinks”) = *D. tinctorius*
- New Rivers = the blue and black form of *D. tinctorius*
- Alonis, Patricias, Weygoldts, Sipalawinis, and so on = *D. tinctorius* of specific colors, patterns, and origins
- Leucs (pronounced “lukes”) = *D. leucomelas*

Truncs (pronounced “trunks”) = *D. truncatus*
Galacs = *D. galactonotus*
Red-heads = *D. fantasticus*

The green & black poison dart frog, *Dendrobates auratus*, is an excellent beginner’s species. It is of moderate size for a dart frog, is very hardy, is one of the most easily bred of the many species, and, in its green and black morph, is relatively inexpensive. The blue and black and black and cream morphs are less commonly seen and may be more expensive. Several decades ago, this native of Central America was introduced to some of the Hawaiian Islands, where it rapidly established and began breeding. It may now actually be present in denser populations in Hawaii than where it is native.

The green of this species varies from mint, through bright, to metallic and is often the predominant color. The black is just that: a jet, inky black. Some individuals have the green replaced by blue-green or even robin’s-egg blue. A predominantly black form, having just a few tiny spots of green, is occasionally seen. Recently a black and off-white morph (dubbed Kahlua and cream) occasionally has been present in the pet trade. Although interesting, this phase is somewhat bland when compared to those hued in greens and blues.
Green and black is both the name and the color of typical *D. auratus*.

The blue poison dart frog, *D. azureus*, was the first truly blue species commercially available.

The blue poison dart frog is known scientifically as *Dendrobates azureus*. This is a fairly large species, and is unquestionably one of the most spectacular. It comes from only a small region of southern Suriname.

Until recently this was *the* bluest of the poison dart frogs known to science. It was (and remains) in tremendous demand by hobbyists. Always predominantly blue, this frog also bears patches of black. These may be large and irregular or hardly larger than pepper grains. The dorsal markings are usually larger than those on the sides. The legs and sides of the face are a darker blue than the body and are unspotted. Although angular and having a prominent sacrum, this species does not have the hunched appearance of the very similar New River morph of the dyeing poison dart frog.

Among the most beautiful of these frogs is the tiny red-headed poison dart frog, *Dendrobates fantasticus*, of northwestern Peru and immediately adjacent Colombia and Brazil. This Liliputian bundle of energy has a very irregular pattern of off-white on its predominantly black dorsum, belly, and limbs. The light pattern on the rear limbs and the belly often has a bluish tinge. The head and throat are fire orange, often with two large black spots between the eyes and two more on the rear of the throat. This dart frog often deposits its eggs on the underside of vertically oriented leaves, or even on the terrarium glass. Is it, as indicated by its specific name, fantastic? Indeed it is, but in the eyes of many hobbyists, hardly more so than many of its congeners.

The splash-backed poison dart frog, *Dendrobates galactonotus*, is a somewhat new addition to the American pet market and is still sporadic in availability. A species of moderate size, the splash-backed poison dart frog is indigenous primarily to northeastern Peru, but also is found in a very small area of adjacent Colombia and Brazil. This is a variably colored species and can be difficult to identify. The color may vary from an almost
solid orange or yellow to being orange or yellow dorsally and black laterally and ventrally. Irregular black lines and dots may be present in the orange or yellow fields. The black limbs are usually prominently speckled with tiny dots of orange or yellow.

The tiny mimic poison dart frog bears the scientific name of *Dendrobates imitator*. It is another variable species, and as indicated by both its common and specific names, it may closely mimic other tiny Amazonian poison dart frog species. This frog occurs in disjunct populations in Amazonian Brazil.

It is hard to decide whether this frog should be referred to as primarily black or primarily green (or orange). The black areas are usually prominent, rounded, and widely separated by a reticulum of the contrasting color. This is often lime-green, but may be orange near the head. The limbs bear tiny, fragmented spots of black separated by a very busy reticulum of green or goldish-green. There are a pair of large black marks on the nose, usually another pair on the rear of the throat, and a third large black spot in the center of the throat.

Long referred to as the black and yellow poison dart frog, the Venezuelan *Dendrobates leucomelas* is now most often called the bumblebee poison dart frog. It is one of the most characteristically marked and colored. The predominant color is golden yellow. The contrasting black is present in variable patterns of bands or spots. The limbs also are variably spotted or banded. This is a species of moderate size and extreme beauty.

The term strawberry poison dart frog aptly describes one of the color phases of *Dendrobates pumilio*, but this Central American mini-frog is one of the most variable in color and
pattern. Over most of its range, *D. pumilio* is strawberry red with black (or midnight blue) limbs. However, it also may have a ground color of blue-green, olive, lime-green, orange-red, yellow, or turquoise. Although the strawberry phase is usually unmarked, the other colors may or may not bear large rounded spots, tiny irregular dots and squiggles, and the limbs are colored and patterned similarly to the body. This species is one of the egg-feeding alliance, a species that must feed its tadpoles unfertilized eggs produced by the females for just such a purpose. No artificial food yet tried (including the yolk of chicken eggs) has given good results.

The red-backed poison dart frog, *Dendrobates reticulatus*, is another of the tiny but remarkably beautiful species. It may be found in northeastern Peru as well as in immediately adjacent Colombia and Brazil. Unlike many other species, it is rather constantly colored and patterned. The snout, top of the head, and back are usually an unpatterned bright red to red-orange in color. The sides, belly, and all limbs are patterned in rounded black spots narrowly separated by a reticulum of lime-green. Some degree of variation is possible, but this frog usually is easily recognized.

With the dyeing poison dart frog, *Dendrobates tinctorius*, we come to one of the most variably colored and patterned species in the genus. It may be predominantly black, predominantly yellow, or almost entirely bright blue. If black, the contrasting dorsal and lateral colors may be white, pale blue, yellow, or yellow-green. The limbs and belly are often purplish-blue, strongly patterned, or almost unpatterned, with black. Should the dorsum be yellow or blue, it is often variably patterned with black. Whatever the predominant color, the contrasting color is usually lineate. The belly is as variably colored as the back. Some specimens have a black and yellow belly with a blue and black throat. This large species is indigenous to the two Guyanas, Suriname, and northeastern Brazil. Hobbyists have assigned names to the various colors and patterns.

The yellow-striped poison dart frog, *Dendrobates truncatus*, of western Colombia is a small, but not a mini, species. It is predominantly black and has a dorsolateral stripe of yellow-green to yellow on each side, as well as similarly hued stripes along the lower sides and on the limbs. This pretty frog is now being bred in some numbers and has become more commonly offered in the pet trade in recent years. It is one of the more constantly colored and patterned of the dart frogs. The Amazonian poison dart frog, *Dendrobates ventrimaculatus*, is a mini-species that is contained in

Bumblebee poison dart frog seems an appropriate common name for *D. leucomelas.*
D. reticulatus is one of the most spectacular of the dart frogs. A group of confusing look-alike types. The predominant color is black, and the body pattern is of orange to yellow dorsal, dorsolateral, and lateral stripes. Typically this species has a well-defined black Y on the back, the prongs directed forward. A pattern of blue breaks the black of the legs into rounded spots. The belly pattern is of black spots or lines in a reticulum of blue or yellowish. This species is of wide distribution in the Amazon Basin.

The phantasmal poison dart frog, Epipedobates tricolor, is another of the many “phantastic” species. This small (but not mini) species occurs in Ecuador. The dorsal and lateral pattern is lineate. The predominant color is usually a pleasing reddish-brown, but also may be variably darker. The contrast colors are usually yellowish-white, but also may be greenish white or blue. A middorsal stripe is usually, but not invariably, present. The belly is usually yellowish with dark squiggles centrally.

Throughout much of its Amazonian range, the large three-striped poison dart frog, Epipedobates trivittatus, has two stripes rather than the three for which it was named. Black is usually the predominant color, but it is sometimes a toss-up between it and the contrasting color. The stripes are often a beautiful clear green, but also may be yellow or bright orange. A yellowish, bluish, or pale green ventrolateral stripe is present. The black belly is spotted with blue, greenish-blue, or yellowish-blue spots.

Wild examples of the black-legged poison dart frog, Phyllobates bicolor, have dangerously toxic skin secretions. These moderate after only a short time in captivity, and disappear (almost) entirely after a period of months. This fairly large frog is found in western Colombia. Although many of these golden-colored frogs have black, or at least black flecked, limbs, the color may be minimal on some examples. These can be very difficult to differentiate from the closely allied

P. bicolor is the second species in the Colombian “toxic trio.”
golden poison dart frog, *Phyllobates terribilis*, especially when the two are immature. Rather than being of a solid gold dorsal color, juvenile black-legged poison dart frogs often have a broad black stripe involving much of the back. The lower sides may be golden or spotted gold and black. The belly is black and gold flecked.

The golden poison dart frog, *Phyllobates terribilis*, is another of the very toxic large dart frogs from southwestern Colombia. Usually golden dorsally, this beautiful frog darkens laterally, and may be finely peppered with black on the lower sides and limbs. Juveniles have a black(ish) mid-dorsal stripe and may be easily confused with *Phyllobates bicolor*. The belly may be darker than the dorsum, but the entire frog—top, sides, and bottom—is often a clear golden yellow. A mint-green color phase is also known and has recently become rather readily available in the pet trade.

The Golfodulcean poison dart frog, *Phyllobates vittatus*, occurs only in a tiny area of southeastern Costa Rica. It is a small and brightly colored species. This is another of the more constantly colored and patterned species. The back and sides are predominantly black. A broad yellow to orange dorsolateral stripe is present on each side of the back. The limbs are usually bluish or blue-green, are irregularly patterned with tiny spots of black, and occasionally may have the vaguest of orange blushes. There may be white spots or lines on the lower sides, or these areas may be bright blue-green. The belly is black with greenish spots and flecks.
Caging: The Rain Forest Terrarium

You’ve read about dart frogs and decided to get some, but before the acquisition a terrarium must be readied. The initial response of many first-time hobbyists is “Build a rain forest terrarium? Who, me? I know nothing about this!” But indeed you—yes you—can build a rain forest terrarium, and you can do so easily.

There are, of course, different degrees of complexity in terrarium styles, and I’d suggest that, unless you are at least somewhat mechanically inclined, you start your terrarium building experience with a simple type. It is not the daunting task that you may think. In fact, many hobbyists, both new and experienced, find building and maintaining the dart frog’s terrarium as enjoyable as it is integral to the well-being of your frogs. And, if you have just a little artistic talent, the end result can be spectacularly beautiful.

Although you occasionally may hear the term “woodland terrarium” applied to dart frog enclosures, the term “rain forest terrarium” would be more accurate and descriptive. It is from the rain forests that the dart frogs come, and it is a tiny piece of their very complex neotropical habitat that you are attempting to replicate. Rain forest terraria are active, vibrant, green, and growing year round.

In the wild, these elfin frogs of the kaleidoscope hues utilize a wide variety of terrain within a somewhat limited individual range. They frequently are seen foraging on top of fallen leaves in ground litter. When startled, they dart between the leaves or ascend a tree, usually not to be found no matter how thoroughly an observer might search for them. On hot, humid days following rain, the peeping or buzzing calls of the males may be heard from trail-edge locations. If the call is followed slowly, and ever so quietly, to its source, you

*P. vittatus* is one of two Costa Rican species in the genus. It is substantially less toxic than the related Colombian species.
Although not colorful, the black and white morph of *D. auratus* has been dubbed the “kahlua and cream” phase by hobbyists.

This is one of the more common colorations of *D. tinctorius*.

The dart frogs at Marie Selby Botanical Gardens are housed in naturalistic terraria, many of which contain miniature waterfalls.

will find a male sitting, often on a moss-covered fallen log, but sometimes in a bromeliad cup far up in a tree. Its body will be held well up from the surface on which it sits and it will look intent (for a frog), body inflated, its throat distended into a small vocal sac. Where it is sitting is dart frog habitat. This is what you will be trying to replicate in a terrarium.

**The Environs**

A dart frog’s terrarium home should offer the creatures, besides adequate “hopping about” space, light, humidity, warmth, and a comfortable substrate. Additionally, visible barriers of plant leaves, decomposing logs, and
cork bark are needed to provide the frogs a feeling of security. A tiny puddle of very clean, shallow water will give the frogs a place in which to occasionally sit, as well as someplace for their tadpoles when the frogs breed. These goals are easily attainable in any of several ways. We have discussed two terrarium styles below.

Terrarium style Number 1 is simple, effective, and relatively inexpensive. Terrarium style Number 2 is more complex and more expensive, but once “fine-tuned” it is very efficient.

Since our goal always has been to make the most manageable and self-sustaining terrarium possible, we preferentially have opted for style Number 2. This has a reservoir of fresh water beneath the substrate and a self-contained misting system, things that may sound difficult to accomplish but which are actually quite easily achieved.

**Terrarium Style #1**

This simple terrarium depends on contoured layers of river rock for the reservoir for excess water. Unless the terrarium has a drilled (and plugged) bottom drain, the excess water must be drained periodically by using either a siphon tube or a baster. This type terrarium must be misted manually. You will need:

- Terrarium and stand (minimum of 10 gallons [37.8 L] capacity, larger if possible).
- Tight-fitting top (plastic or glass [or combination] is good, but a screen top can be adapted by covering it partially or entirely (as needed) with clear plastic food wrap, Plexiglas, or glass.
- Chosen substrates (clean potting soil containing no fertilizers, moss, dried leaves, and so forth).
- Washed, smooth, river rocks of variable sizes for sub-substrate (base) layer.
- Air conditioning filter material or 2 sheets of plastic screen the size of the bottom of the terrarium.
- Hardy terrarium plants (available at any nursery) including non-spinose, water-holding bromeliads.
- Cage furniture.

**Construction**

1. Place the chosen terrarium on its stand in the chosen spot.
2. Place river rock on tank bottom and contour thickness, shallow on one end of the tank, 2 or 3 inches (5–7.6 cm) thick on the other.
3. Place filter material or a double thickness of plastic screening atop thickest area of the river rock.
4. Fill tank with about 1 inch (2.5 cm) of chemical-free water. This should barely submerge the river rock at the shallow end but be well below the level of the screen (and the top of the contoured rock) on the thick end.

![](image)

*D. auratus* is rarely clad in hues of black and blue.
5. Add the topsoil, contouring it as desired. From an inch to several inches (2.5+ cm) of topsoil may be used.

6. Arrange all cage furniture (rocks, logs, pool, waterfall, etc.), setting them firmly in place atop the pebble substrate or affixing them in place with aquarium sealant if it appears necessary.

7. Add plants.

Suggested plants for the dart frog terrarium are vining philodendrons, pothos (*Epipremnum*), small cultivars of *Spathiphyllum* (peace lily), neotropical ferns, prayer plants, and especially small, non-spiny, water-retaining bromeliads such as those of the genus *Vresia*. Peacock ferns, *Selaginella* species, are also an excellent rain forest terrarium planting. Large selections of these moisture-tolerant plants may be found in many neighborhood or mail-order nurseries. The desired effect is to create tangles of vegetation that provide visual barriers for the anuran inhabitants. This not only gives the frogs privacy from external stimuli (passing people and pets, for example), but also allows a greater or lesser degree of privacy within the terrarium.

Of the above-mentioned plants, only the pothos is not a neotropical species. Should this be of concern to a terrarist? Not as far as safety for the frogs or hardiness is concerned (in fact, the various cultivars of pothos rank very near the top of the spectrum in hardiness). But some hobbyists, especially more advanced keepers, are "terrarium purists," who prefer to decorate their terraria only with plants indigenous to the actual range and microhabitat of the frog species that they keep.

Does this environmental purism enhance the life of the frogs? Probably not, but it does provide a bit of additional realism (and perhaps interest) to the hobby. If kept humid, the stems of pothos and philodendron will quickly root from the leaf and stem nodes and soon, if lighting is adequate, will form a jungle. Other rooted plants may be planted directly into the terrarium soil, or sunk in their pots to pot-rim in the gravel and soil. Mossy logs and stones can be easily and artistically incorporated into the design.

Even shade-tolerant philodendrons, pothos, and syngoniums will require several hours of fairly strong artificial light daily if they are to survive.

8. Cover soil substrate with a carpet of moss. Sphagnum moss is available from garden shops, and "sheet moss" can be purchased from florists. I prefer to use living moss dug carefully from woodlands.

As demonstrated by this *D. fantasticus*, poison dart frogs readily climb the sides of a terrarium.
D. galactonotus is usually yellow or red and black (below) but occasional individuals may be entirely orange (right).

and elevated above the substrate. Many dart frogs will preferentially seek such elevated sites for resting and breeding.

9. Add suitable top and lighting. For dart frogs fluorescent full-spectrum lighting will suffice nicely, providing the frogs with a bit of UV-A and UV-B and promoting plant growth.
10. Add frogs.
11. Sit back and enjoy.

To clean and flush this style of terrarium, you merely pour water through the planted soil-moss area, let it percolate downward into the river rock, and siphon it from the end of the tank where the covering of river rock is thinnest and not covered with soil. Replace with fresh chemical-free water. Be sure that the water level does not reach the bottom of the soil layer. Continually sodden soil is not healthy for the frogs and will promote root and stem rot in the plants. Epiphytic plants, such as some bromeliads, may be affixed to diagonally or vertically oriented (and securely affixed) cork bark or limbs

**Terrarium Style #2**

This is a more complex terrarium that contains a misting system and a reservoir of water beneath the substrate (which is built on a false bottom). It is a closed system that needs only a very occasional water change or other maintenance. The water is drawn by a submersible pump from the bottom reservoir, misted periodically onto the substrate through which it trickles, to drip eventually back into the reservoir. You will need:

- Terrarium and stand (minimum of 10 gallons (37.8 L) capacity, larger if possible).
- Tight-fitting top (plastic or glass [or combination] is good, but a screen top can be adapted by covering all, or a portion, with a sheet of glass, Plexiglas, or even plastic food wrap.
- 3-inch (7.6-cm) long sections of 1-inch (2.5-cm) diameter PVC piping (enough to securely support the egg crate light diffuser off of the bottom of the terrarium; the number needed will vary according to the size of the terrarium).
• Egg crate light diffuser the size of the bottom of the terrarium. This must fit into the terrarium very tightly, lest your frogs fall beneath it and drown.
• Chosen substrates (clean potting soil containing no fertilizers, moss, dried leaves, and so forth).
• Rocks (for pool/waterfall construction). Naturalistic preformed waterfalls and pools are also readily available and entirely satisfactory for use with dart frogs.
• Air conditioning filter material or 2 sheets of plastic screen the size of the bottom of the terrarium.
• Hardy terrarium plants (available at any nursery), including non-spinose, water-holding bromeliads.
• Cage furniture.
• Small, submersible, power-head pump and sponge filter.
• Small diameter plastic tubing with which to build a misting system, or a commercially purchased mister.
• Plastic tubing to connect the mister/pond/pond/waterfall to the submersible pump.

Construction
1. Place the chosen terrarium on its stand in the chosen spot.
2. Put the pump and filter in place, laying it on its side on the bottom of the terrarium. Be sure that the water intake is not inhibited. A trap door, positioned above the sponge filter and allowing you to easily remove this for cleaning, should be built into the egg crate.
3. Ascertain that the electric cord is readily accessible and attach and position the water-carrying tubing.
4. Position enough pieces of the PVC (on end) to securely hold the egg crate 3 inches (7.6 cm) above the terrarium bottom and put the

*P. terribilis* occurs in mint green, yellow, and orange.
Obtaining Poison Dart Frogs

Dart frogs are seldom available at neighborhood pet stores. The most reliable sources for most species are captive breeder expos, the breeders themselves, or specialty dealers. Many of these sources advertise in the classified sections of hobbyist magazines.

Reptile and Amphibian Expos

Herp expos are now held in many larger cities across the United States and are becoming popular in Europe. It seems that there is at least one occurring at some point in the United States on any given weekend. Some are annual events, others may be biannual or quarterly. An expo is merely a gathering of dealers and breeders, all under one roof. Dart frogs, both captive bred and wild collected, are often available at these shows.

Breeders

Breeders may vary in size from back room hobbyists who produce only a handful of dart frogs of one species each year, to specialist breeders who produce hundreds of babies of several species. With each passing year, more and more dart frogs are being bred in captivity. Breeders usually offer parasite-free, well-acclimated specimens and accurate information.

Specialty Dealers

The continuing growth in popularity of reptiles and amphibians has resulted in the appearance of many specialty dealers. These dealers accumulate and sell reptiles and amphibians from around the world. Dart frogs of many species are periodically available. Specialty dealers usually try to acclimate and stabilize imported specimens before offering them for sale.

World Wide Web

By instructing your search engine to seek “arrow frog,” “dart frog,” “poison-arrow frog,” “poison frog,” or a specific species, you should be able to learn of a variety of breeders, some of whom place excellent photos on their website. Also check the “arrow frog” forum on kingsnake.com.

Word of Mouth

Ask friends and fellow enthusiasts for recommendations about the reptile dealers they know. Ask about
Feeding

Between territorial sparring, long interludes of vocalization, and other day-to-day activities, dart frogs find time to eat. In fact, for small frogs with a comparatively inactive lifestyle, dart frogs eat quite a lot. Terrarium specimens should be fed daily, and each individual should be closely watched to ascertain that no frog is losing weight.

Because of their tiny adult size (the largest are only 2 inches [5 cm] in length and many are adult at about .75 inches [2 cm]) dart frogs require a diet of comparatively tiny insects. Several types of insects are recommended. Among these are aphids (only those feeding on non-noxious plants), termites, springtails, and pinhead crickets. Sweepings of tiny "field plankton" (tiny assorted insects caught in a field net) are also relished by the frogs. Larger frogs may accept houseflies, small waxworms, and an occasional baby mealworm.

Non-noxious insects fed fresh from the wild will need little if any vitamin or mineral augmentation to be of benefit to your dart frogs. However, unless the insects are maintained on a healthy diet, this is not at all the case with those held captive for long periods. A poorly fed or otherwise unhealthy insect offers little but bulk when fed to a dart frog. You may watch your dart frogs eat feed insects every day, yet if the insects are not healthy, the amphibians may be slowly starving or developing a malady such as metabolic bone disease. Occasionally dusting the feed insects with a very fine vitamin D₃/calcium powder may help stave off many problems.

Gut-Loading

Before mentioning specific care for several of the more commonly used food insects, let's discuss "gut-loading." Insects, be they crickets, mealworms, or other insects, must be fed an abundance of highly nutritious foods throughout their captivity, and especially immediately before being offered as food to your frogs. Foods high in calcium and beta-carotene (a vitamin D₃ precursor) should predominate the insect's diet. Fresh fruit and vegetables (such as carrots), fresh alfalfa and/or bean sprouts, honey and vitamin/mineral-enhanced (chick) laying mash, are only a few of the foods that may be considered for gut-loading insects. A commercially prepared gut-loading diet is now available in many pet stores.

We have already mentioned field plankton, so let's move along to other insect species.
This is a compatible group of two species of the very toxic genus *Phyllobates.*

Springtails (various genera), strange little insect-like dwellers of moist leaf-litter habitats, are now available commercially. There are many species, and not all feed on similar foods. If collecting these, provide the creatures with an ample layer of decomposing, moist leaf-litter. If purchasing a culture, follow the feeding and moisture instructions carefully. Most springtails are small enough to be used as food for even the smallest species of dart frog.

Termites (various genera) are an excellent food for dart frogs and are so relished that they may induce the frogs to overeat and become obese. Collect these pestiferous insects fresh as necessary. Should you decide to hold “extras” over, they may be kept in some of the slightly dampened wood in which you originally found them. Termites are most easily collected during the damp weather of spring and summer from behind the bark, or in the molding wood of dead pine trees. In the southern states these insects may be active and collected year round. You may be able to “farm” these insects by laying several layers of wet cardboard on the surface of the ground in a shady, secluded area. To successfully draw termites, the cardboard must always be damp.

Fruit flies are usually readily available from biological supply houses or collected from the wild. The flightless species, *Drosophila funebris*, is among the smallest species and can be eaten by newly metamorphosed dart frogs. Other species are larger. Inquire about the types available. These usually come in vials provided with adequate food. There is almost no way to feed fruit flies capable of flight to your dart frog without flies escaping. Annoying though they may be, these escapes must be taken in stride.

Houseflies may be collected as needed (weather allowing) in commercial fly-traps or bred. Tightly covered, wide-mouth gallon jars are ideal for this latter purpose. (Be sure to punch air holes through the lid.) The larvae (maggots) will thrive in overripe fruit and vegetables, or other such media. Both larvae and adult flies can be fed to your specimens. The simplest method of introducing the adult flies to the cage is to place the entire open jar inside the cage. By using this method, fewer will escape. The maggots can be removed by hand or with forceps and placed in a shallow dish in the amphibian tank. Fly larvae and flightless houseflies are also commercially available.
When in good condition and well hydrated, many of the smaller species of dart frogs are somewhat rotund. Some of the larger species, such as the blue dart frog and the dyeing dart frog, are more slender (except for gravid females) and have a prominent sacral articulation that gives them a "hunch-backed" look. This is normal. Although these frogs typically move about in a rapid series of short, sometimes erratic, hops, they should never appear uncoordinated. Never purchase a dart frog that moves spastically, appears bloated, or is too weak to jump or walk normally.

Dart frogs are creatures to be appreciated visually, not handled. Their skin is delicate, requires a degree of moisture, and may be easily injured. If it does become necessary to move a specimen, do so with extreme care and with clean hands or a small net. These frogs regularly shed their skin and usually eat it as shedding occurs. Tadpoles must be kept in chlorine/chloramine-free water and are best caught in an aquarium fish-net of suitable size.

**Dominance**

Perhaps the most important consideration when keeping dart frogs communally is to continually monitor territorial aggression. What may be existing as a well-balanced, non- or minimally aggressive group of frogs on one day may become a place of hostility for more submissive frogs on the next. Territorial aggression may be either intra- or interspecific and the aggressor(s) may be male or female. Do not allow overt dominance by one frog to impair the health and activities of others. Intervene immediately by removing the dominant frog from the community terrarium.

This beautifully colored dyeing poison dart frog has injured its nose during shipping. Such injuries must be carefully assessed and medicated when necessary.
The New River morph of the dyeing poison dart frog is very similar to the blue poison dart frog but has a more hunched back and usually larger dark spots on the back.

Proper Hygiene

These are the two words and the one act that, if stringently followed, will do more to protect your dart frogs from illness than any other effort.

If kept clean and at temperatures (75–85°F [23–29°C]) suitable for the species involved, frogs, in general, are remarkably resistant to diseases and illnesses.

The single most prevalent cause of illness and disease in amphibia is poor husbandry. Lack of cleanliness or adverse cage temperature figure somewhere in about 95 percent of amphibian problems. All amphibia have a permeable skin that allows impurities from the container in which they are kept to rapidly and readily enter their body. It is impossible to overemphasize the necessity for cleanliness in an amphibian enclosure.

Dehydration

Occasionally a frog may escape, and evade detection for some time. Since these little creatures need a continual replenishment of their body moisture to sustain life, dehydration and death can quickly follow their escape. Keep your terrarium tightly closed at all times. Should a frog escape but still be alive when found, remove all dust and dirt by holding it under some gently flowing room temperature water, then place it in a closed container (to increase atmospheric humidity) with a shallow covering of water on the bottom, or in a misted terrarium. If not too dehydrated, the frog may absorb the needed moisture and recover.

D. lehmani is a spectacular dart frog with white toes. It is a member of the egg-feeding alliance.
D. lamasi typically has a bar between the eyes connecting the yellow body stripes.

Fungus infections (usually a Saprolegnia sp.) may infect the wounds or scrapes of tadpoles. This can be treated topically by removing the specimen from the water and daubing mercurochrome (2%), hydrogen peroxide (full strength), or malachite green (2%) on the area with a cotton pad and returning the tadpole to the water. Repeat daily until the lesions are gone.

Scratching disease is another poorly understood malady. It may have its origin in microscopic lesions, scratches, or bruises. Unsatisfactory terrarium cleanliness, temperature, and humidity may accelerate the problem. The external signs are nervous flickings of the rear limbs and spasitic, uncoordinated hops that become more frequent with passing time. Both bacteria and fungi are often present at the lesions and spread quickly to the internal organs. A broad-spectrum antibiotic may help, but a cure is not yet known.

Obesity can occur, especially when dart frogs are fed mostly termites. If long term, this can result in fatty deposits on the internal organs and eventually to death. If necessary, restrict food intake by separating the frog until it is again "lean and mean." It probably will be necessary to monitor its food intake to prevent a recurrence.

Metabolic Bone Disease (MBD) may occur in amphibians that do not get enough D₃/calcium in their diet. This is especially true in rapidly growing young specimens. The prevention is simple—feed D₃/calcium-enhanced diets. The cure is less simple. Once sufficiently advanced to be observable, the insidious progression of this deficiency may not be reversible. Consult a veterinarian about injectable calcium treatments.

Uncoordinated muscle spasms and gaping may be attributable to terrarium temperatures that are too hot. Cool the terrarium and bathe the frog several times in cool (not cold) water. If caught early enough, the frog may recover, but often doesn't. Again, prevention is the answer to this potential problem.

Dart frogs may host a number of endoparasites. These include, among others, round-, tapeworms, and pinworms. Because of the virulence of the treatments and the small size of most amphibians, talk to a veterinarian for both diagnosis and treatment. In many cases, skin daubs may be preferable to internal purges.

I strongly urge that you find a qualified reptile/amphibian veterinarian before you actually need one. Waiting until your frog is ailing may be too late.
E. hahneli is paler than the sympatric E. femoralis and lacks a light ventrolateral stripe.

Many of the Amazonian members of the genus Epipedobates (like this E. hahneli) have blue bellies.

The egg clutches of most species are small, the norm being from four to ten per clutch.
Despite poison dart frogs being very territorial, in captivity many species are colony bred. It is the territorially dominant males that successfully breed, and to attain and retain that right they will mercilessly bully (or even kill) rivals. For this reason, it is important that the terrarium be liberally planted and that visual barriers are abundant. Unless they can readily escape the dominant male, subordinates may be so severely stressed that normal day-to-day activities, including feeding, are precluded.

**Right Conditions**

It is important that the adult dart frogs are fed well, receive adequate calcium, and are kept at suitable terrarium temperatures, prior to and during breeding. A malformation of the tadpoles’ forelimbs, termed Spindly Leg Syndrome, may occur during development. With no real proof, this is thought to be caused by dietary deficiencies in either/both the breeding adults or the tadpoles themselves, or as a result of temperatures that are too cool.

Don’t crowd, overcool (75–85°F [23–29°C]) is a good temperature range), or otherwise stress either your breeders or the tadpoles. Provide water for tadpole release in shallow containers such as Petri dishes, halved coconut shells, or water-holding bromeliads. These little frogs may never enter water except to release their tadpoles. Arrow-poison frogs have well-developed finger and toe discs that allow them to climb nearly as adeptly as tree frogs. The terrarium must be tightly closed to prevent escape.

The terrestrial egg masses are contained within a gelatinous outer coating. The tensile strength of the gelatin deteriorates over the incubation time. When the tadpoles hatch they wriggle free and are then allowed by a parent to slide onto its back for transport to the water. Depending on the species, from one to many tadpoles may be carried at one time.
Some breeders remove the egg-clusters from the terrarium, placing the eggs in a petri dish containing water of a depth that doesn’t quite cover the eggs.

Dart frogs breed throughout much of the year. In fact, if a 12- or 13-hour period of daylight is adhered to, along with a high relative humidity and periodic misting, some species will reproduce at intervals throughout the year and not be seasonally influenced to stop breeding.

The Calling Site

When in breeding condition, male dart frogs choose a calling site and vocalize persistently throughout the day. The calls, depending on the species, may be peeps, tinkles, or buzzes, but are never very musical. Again, according to the species, the calling site may be an elevated bromeliad cup, a protected area of moss beneath a leaf, or the top of a mossy log. Be sure to research the needs of the species you are keeping. If the terrarium is large enough and has plenty of visual barriers, two or even three males may establish territories and call simultaneously. Females often ovulate only a day or two after the males begin singing. When the female, drawn to the calling site, actually comes in sight, the male will increase his calling tempo, actually raise his body well away from the substrate, and become obviously more excited.

Courtship involves tactile stimulation by both the male and the female and the male will then nudge or otherwise entice the female to the deposition site. The actual deposition site is usually well concealed, often under a notched coconut shell, in a black film canister, or on the leaves of a bromeliad.

Dart frogs are not always easily sexed. Persistent vocalizations are produced only by males, but is a nonvocalizing or occasionally vocalizing frog merely a subordinate that chooses not to call persistently, or a female that usually doesn’t call? There are a few clues. Most adult females are larger and heavier bodied than adult males (but don’t try to judge this when a male is inflated for vocalizing). Males tend to sit in a more erect manner (forelimbs less flexed) and may be a little more angular in general body conformation. Males often have toepads that may be notched in the front and that are wider than those of the females. But all in all, accurately sexing dart frogs is usually difficult.

When freshly laid, the eggs (which are then greenish-black and white) are easily seen through the clear “jelly” outercoat. If fertilized, development ensues and the embryos lighten considerably in color. If the eggs are not fertile, deterioration of both the egg and the jelly coating will be obvious within a few days.

The tadpoles’ water quality must be maintained at all times. Aged water is best for the tadpoles, but fresh, dechlorinated water often will suffice. Gentle aeration will help release the saturated gases. Very gentle filtration or daily partial water changes will help assure continued suitability. Once the tadpoles wriggle free of the encasing gel, you’ll need to begin feeding them as they use up their reserve yolk. You need to provide ample food, but you must also maintain the water quality. Do not allow un eaten food to
remain in the receptacle and decompose. With care, raising the tadpoles is easily achievable.

**Tadpoles**

Soon after they hatch, the dart frog tadpoles ascend onto the back of a parent. Depending on the species, the parent dart frog may carry one or several tadpoles simultaneously. The tadpoles are carried by an adult from the deposition site to a suitable body of water where they slide from the back of the parent into the water to complete their development. It may take from only a few hours to several days for the parent frog to find the water receptacle it deems most suitable. Strangely, the parent may visit the same water receptacle several times before actually depositing the tadpoles. From that day until metamorphosis, the tadpoles are aquatic. Although the tadpoles of many dart frogs are easily cared for, those of others are very specialized and difficult.

Some hobbyists prefer to raise the tadpoles singly in small plastic cups. This method seems to work especially well with the bromeliad-cup dwelling, egg-feeding species (such as the strawberry frog) or with aggressive species (such as the blue poison dart frog). Other species do well communally in small receptacles of quiet water and will eat tropical fish flake foods, mosquito larvae, and chopped black worms. In fact, unless the strawberry frog parents raise their own tadpoles in situ, this is a very difficult species to raise successfully. Attempts have been made to feed these bits of chicken egg yolk, but more often than not, developmental problems or death result from feeding them this artificial food. Water quality, including the removal of chlorine and chloramine, is very important. Newly hatched tadpoles are weak swimmers.

The time taken for the development of the eggs and growth and metamorphosis of the tadpoles will be largely dependent on temperature (76 to 80°F [24–26°C] seems ideal) and, of course, on the species. Hatching will occur in from 8 to 19 days. The tadpole stage can last from 45 to 80 days. Tadpoles of the non-specialized feeders will eat large quantities of good-quality fish food, chopped black worms, and/or frozen mosquito larvae. The newly metamorphosed dart froglets are often considerably duller than the adults of the species and may lack the intricate patterns and diagnostic colors of the adults.

Easy egress from the water must be provided the metamorphosing froglets, lest they drown. The cup or dish in which they developed should be sloped, providing easy egress, or a few strands of sphagnum onto which
### Poison Dart Frogs; Tadpole Feeding Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>A/T</th>
<th>Nonspecialized Feeder</th>
<th>Obligate Egg Feeders</th>
<th>Non-obligate Egg Feeders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. auratus</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. azureum</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. fantasticus</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. galactonotus</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. histrionicus</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. imitator</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. lehmani</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. leucomelas</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. pumilio</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. reticulatus</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. tinctorius</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. ventrimaculatus</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. silverstonei</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. tricolor</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. trivittatus</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. aurotaenia</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. bicolor</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. lugubris</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. terribilis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. vittatus</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A = arboreal, T = terrestrial

Nonspecialized feeders: The tadpoles will eat dried foods, mosquito larvae, chopped black worms, and so on.

Obligate egg-feeders: The tadpoles display developmental problems unless fed unfertilized eggs by the female dart frog.

Non-obligate egg feeders: These tadpoles eat unfertilized eggs of the dart frog in the wild, but can successfully eat a generalized diet.

---

the metamorphs can scramble may be dropped into the water and allowed to protrude above the surface.

Within a few days after becoming froglets, the metamorphs will have developed an almost insatiable appetite. Due to this rapid growth rate the metamorphs are especially prone to Metabolic Bone Disease (MBD) at this stage of their lives. Feed them heavily and frequently, and dust food items with a good-quality D₃/calcium mixture once a week.

Before breeding, be sure you have a ready and steady supply of tiny feed insects available: termites, fruit flies, springtails, and pinhead crickets.
Poison Dart Frog Look-alikes—the Mantellas

On the African island of Madagascar dwells a host of dart frog look-alikes. Known as “mantellas” (a popularization of their generic name), there are about 15 species of these spectacularly colored tiny frogs, with the most commonly seen pet trade form being Mantella aurantiaca, the golden mantella. Despite remarkable convergence of coloration, production of skin toxins, habitat preferences, and, to a point, breeding sequences, the mantellas are not at all closely related to the dart frogs, instead being contained in a subfamily (the Mantellinae) of the Ranidae (typical frogs, such as leopard and bullfrogs).

Except for the breeding sequences, virtually all of the care suggestions presented here for the dart frogs seem to apply equally well to the mantellas. Initially mantellas have proven somewhat more difficult to breed than the dart frogs, but success is now increasingly common. Egg clusters are fairly large, varying from as few as 25 to more than 100. Like the dart frogs, mantellas deposit their egg clusters in damp terrestrial locations. Unlike the dart frogs, the parents of which transport the tadpoles on their back to a shallow water source, the tadpoles of the mantellas are not transported. Rather, upon hatching, mantella tadpoles must wriggle from the deposition site into the water either on their own or with the help of the breeder. In nature, this necessitates a very strategic positioning of the site by the female.

Mantellas are more nervous than dart frogs, and are capable of longer, more frenetic, leaps. They are, therefore, more inclined to bruises and abrasions than the dart frogs. With this in mind, we suggest that the terrarium for mantellas be a minimum of 20 gallons (75 L), or 12 inches (length) × 12 inches (width) × 30 inches (height) (30 cm × 30 cm × 76 cm), that it be more heavily planted, and that the terrarium be situated in a “low traffic” area of the home.

Despite their external similarities, mantellas should be housed separately from dart frogs. The price of mantellas is in the $30 to $50 range.

The more commonly available mantellas are:

The golden mantella, M. aurantiaca, occurs in two phases: a beautiful overall golden orange and an even more brilliant bright red. It attains a length of about 1 inch (2.5 cm).

The black-eared mantella, M. milotympanum, is about .75 inch (1.9 cm) in length when adult. It is a beautiful bright red with a black tympanum.

The Halloween mantella, M. cowani, is another inch-long (2.5 cm) frog. This frog is predominantly black with brilliant orange spots at the apex of each forelimb, in the groin, on the tibia, and on the heel. The belly is black, spotted with blue.

The variegated mantella is designated scientifically as M. baroni (formerly M. madagascariensis). It attains a maximum size of just over 1 inch (2.5 cm) and is variably patterned. It is usually black dorsally and on the face with large chartreuse areas on the sides and limbs. The rear limbs are orange, banded with black. The belly is black with blue markings.

The bronze mantella, M. betsileo, has a bronze back, forelimbs, and rear feet. The sides are black; the belly is black with blue reticulations. It attains a length of just over 1 inch (2.5 cm).

The green mantella, M. viridis, is adult at a length of about 1.25 inches (3 cm). It is primarily lime green on the back and sides, has a black mask, and has a white to blue reticulated black belly.
Glossary

Ambient temperature: The temperature of the surrounding environment.
Amplexus: The breeding grasp.
Anterior: Toward the front.
Anuran: A tailless amphibian; a frog, toad, or tree frog.
Anus: The external opening of the cloaca; the vent.
Aposematic: Brilliantly contrasting colors that supposedly warn predators of toxicity or other danger.
Arboreal: Tree-dwelling.
Bufonid: A toad of the family Bufonidae.
Caudal: Pertaining to the tail (with tadpoles).
Cloaca: The common chamber into which digestive, urinary, and reproductive systems empty and which itself opens exteriorly through the vent or anus.
Crepuscular: Active at dusk or dawn.
Cryptic: As used here, having an outline, color, or both that blends with a chosen and specific background.
Dendrobatid: A frog of the family Dendrobatidae; a dart frog or rocket frog.
Deposition: As used here, the laying of eggs.
Deposition site: The spot chosen by the female to lay her eggs.
Dimorphic: A difference in form, build, or coloration involving the same species; often sex-linked.
Diurnal: Active in the daytime.
Dorsal: Pertaining to the back; upper surface.
Dorsolateral: Pertaining to the upper sides.
Dorsum: The upper surface.
Femur: The part of the leg between hip and knee.
Form: An identifiable species or subspecies.
Genus: A taxonomic classification of a group of species having similar characteristics. The genus falls between the next higher designation of "family" and the next lower designation of "species." Genera is the plural of genus. The generic name is always capitalized when written.
Gular: Pertaining to the throat.
Hybrid: Offspring resulting from the breeding of two species.
Hydrate: To restore body moisture by drinking or absorption.
Hydration chamber: An enclosed high humidity chamber used to help desiccated frogs rehydrate.
Juvenile: A young or immature specimen.
Labial: Pertaining to the lips.
Lateral: Pertaining to the side.
Melanistic: A profusion of black pigment.
Metamorph: Baby anurans, recently transformed from the tadpole stage.
Metamorphosis: The transformation from one stage of life to another.

Middorsal: Pertaining to the middle of the back.

Midventral: Pertaining to the center of the belly or abdomen.

Nocturnal: Active at night.

Phalanges: The bones of the toes.

Polliwog: Tadpole.

Posterior: Toward the rear.

Race: A subspecies.

Ranid: A frog of the family Ranidae; a typical frog.

Species: A group of similar creatures that produce viable young when breeding. The taxonomic designation that falls between genus and subspecies.

Sympatric: Occurring together.

Taxonomy: The science of classification of plants and animals.

Terrestrial: Land-dwelling.

Thermoregulate: To regulate (body) temperature by choosing a warmer or cooler environment.

Tibia: The portion of the rear leg between the knee and the heel.

Tympanum: The external eardrum.

Vent: The external opening of the cloaca; the anus.

Venter: The underside of a creature; the belly.

Ventral: Pertaining to the underside or belly.

This *E. tricolor* is an attractive green and red-brown.

*D. imitator*, the mimic poison dart frog, displays many color morphs, some of which closely resemble other dart frog species.

Juvenile (and some adult) phantasmal poison dart frogs bear lines of blue.

**Ventrolateral**: Pertaining to the sides of the venter.

**Note**: Other scientific definitions are contained in the following two volumes:


aggression 10
breeding 38-42

**Colostethus 6**
* marchesianus 6
* talamaceae 6

*Dendrobates 8*
* Auratus 12, 13, 16, 22, 23*
* azureus 3, 11, 15, 16, 38*
* biolat 10*
* fantasticus 15, 16, 17, 24*
* galactonotus 15, 16, 17, 25*
* histrionicus 27*
* imitator 17, 45*
* lamasi 37*
* lehmani 35*
* leucomelas 3, 3, 15, 17, 18*
* pumilio 12, 17-18, 32*
* reticulatus 18, 19*
* tinctorius 8, 9, 13, 15, 18, 22, 32, 34, 35*
* truncatus 15, 18*
* ventrimaculatus 13, 18, 20*

*Dendrobatidae*
* overview 7*

*Epipedobates 8*
* femoralis 30*
* hahneli 39*
* pictus 11*
* silverstonei 14, 14*
* tricolor 12, 19, 45*
* trivittatus 14, 19, 30*

*frog poison dart*
* Amazonian 13, 18, 20*
* black-legged 19, 19*
* blue 3, 11, 15, 16, 38*
* bumblebee 3, 3, 17, 18*
* dyeing 8, 9, 13, 15, 18, 22, 32, 34, 35*
* feeding 9, 31-33, 42*
* golden 5, 5, 20, 26, 41*
* Golfodulcean 19, 21*
* green & black 12, 13, 16, 22, 23*
* green & blue 23*
* harlequin 27*
* Kahlua & cream 15*
* Lehman’s 35*
* Mimic 17, 45*
* Pasco 37*
* Phantasmal 12, 19, 45*
* red-backed 18, 19*
* red-headed 15, 16, 17, 24*
* Silverstone’s 14, 14*
* splash-backed 15, 16, 17, 25*
* spotted-thighed 30*
* strawberry 12, 17-18, 32*
* three-striped 14, 19, 30*
* yellow-striped 18*
* Rocket*
* Amazon 6*
* Talamanca 6*

*Mantella 8, 43*
* black-eared 43*
* bronze 43*
* golden 9, 43*
* green 43*
* Halloween 9, 43*
* variegated 43*

*Melanophrynis 4, 8, 33*
* stelzneri 8*
* tumifrons 8*

*Phyllobates 3, 5*
* aurotaenia 7*
* bicolor 19, 19*
* terribilis 5, 5, 20, 26, 41*
* vittatus 19, 21*

sexing 40

taxonomy 8-9
toad 8
walking 8
black 8
olive 8
toxicity 5-6
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